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Introduction
• “Silicon is the best known material on 

Earth”…but still, we cannot design silicon 
processes and devices that work from the 
first try…
– Yes, but ICs are not made only from silicon!
– Even silicon is far from the ideal single-crystal 

material:  process-induced defects, processing 
in nonequilibrium conditions, etc.

– Dimensions of transistors keep shrinking for over 40 years, with
continuous changes in technology and materials

• Despite challenges, advances in computational transistor 
engineering have been impressive

• Will this engineering science remain forever a great 
“Unfinished Symphony” ?
– Hopefully not… with at least one hope: CMOS is reaching its 

limits of scaling, and will stay around

Silicon crystal, <100>
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Computational Transistor Engineering
• 1949: Beginning - Shockley’s Theory

– “The p-n-p transistor has the interesting property of being 
calculable to a high degree” – W. Shockley

• 1950 -1960: Golden Era of BJTs
– Analytical calculations and design plots

• 1960 -1975: Foundation of IC Engineering 
– Isolated (IBM, etc.) computer calculations of devices and 

processes
– Device/Process design still based on hand  calculations and 

design plots
• 1975 - 2000: CMOS Scaling 

– Commercial simulators ramp up to ubiquitous use
• 2000 - : Approaching the Limits of Microelectronics, 

Nanoelectronics Promises
– TCAD reaching ultimate levels of complexity
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Promises and Challenges of TCAD
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Promises of TCAD…

Typical TCAD advertising
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Virtual Fab
“We must run an accurate 
process simulation to get device 
structure that produces a 
meaningful device simulation…
In fact, the ultimate platform for 
TCAD would be a Virtual Fab.

In a virtual fab, all aspects of 
electronics production can 
be simulated and debugged 
before production starts, or 
even before the fabrication 
plant comes on-line.”
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The True TCAD Challenge 
“How to Get Approximate Answers to the Right Question 
within Satisfactory Accuracy?”

• Approximate Answers
– Keep physical coefficients within reasonable physical limits for

approximate, physically sound prediction of trends
• Right Question

– Use of TCAD for trend predictions, look-inside experiments, etc, 
not for tweaked “accurate” predictions

• Satisfactory Accuracy
– Asking for 1% prediction accuracy is unfair and so is claiming it…
– Above level of “accuracy” is typically obtained through coefficient 

stretching outside the physical limits… and is useless. 
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Optimum Level of TCAD Complexity
• Available TCAD Tools

– Major offerings (e.g., Synopsis) are excessively complex, 
insufficiently supported  and unaffordable to most engineers

– Simpler programs (e.g., Microtech) are promising, but poorly 
supported… they have not reached the “critical mass” of sales

– University programs cannot be supported for the needs of the 
industry

• Possible Solutions
– Industry-university task force to determine the optimum level of 

complexity for an large-scale-use simulator 
– Application of the value-analysis methodology to an existing major 

package, cutting down its functions to a reasonable number
• Possible conflict: loss of revenue by competing with the original 

package
– Brand-new development, with appropriate funding
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TCAD Calibration
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Need for a Balanced TCAD

Physical 
Models Software Material 

Properties

Material 
PropertiesSoftwarePhysical 

Models

Now

Future

~ empty!

Note –Adding simpler, robust, affordable, and well supported 
simulators would serve better the engineering community. 
Practicing engineers should be able to use simple simulators as 
casually as they used their slide rules before. This is not meant to 
exclude the use more complex tools, when available,  with help 
from TCAD engineers.
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Four TCAD Calibration Challenges
1. Lack of Business Interest – by far, the most serious!

• TCAD companies: “It is too expensive!”
• Manufacturing companies: “Why should we share information?”

2. Polysilicon
• Grain-boundary-controlled diffusivities
• Available TCAD models: impractically complex, seldom used
• Engineers fit a “KGB” coefficient

3. Gate Dielectrics
• Thin oxides are hardly simulate-able… empirical process development
• Content of nitrogen… provided with new equipment, in black-box 

processes like “DPN” (Decoupled Plasma Nitridation), etc.
• TCAD models: impractical for the critical accuracy of tne gate thickness
• Engineers simply ETCH and DEPOSIT the right oxide thickness, or 

tweak coefficients to “simulate” the actual oxide thickness
4. Crystal Damage

• Only aggravates with the heavy doping of advanced scaling
• Engineers tweak available coefficients to match silicon data
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TCAD Calibration: Some Hopes
• From Europe: FRENDTECH Report, 2004 (73 pages, 

public domain) of the ESPRIT User Group:
– 45 contributors from 10 academic and industrial organizations
– Diffusion and activation in silicon, diffusion in Si-Ge and strain 

effects, and oxidation – kinetics of ultra thin dry oxides
• From Asia: Project DOUST (Design and Optimization of 

Ultra-Small Transistors), on-going
– Well articulated research program
– 25 team members from the school of EEE, NTU, Singapore
– 17 outside collaborators, including one major foundry 

• From US: Synopsis’ Mission Statement for TCAD 
Consulting and Engineering
“Synopsys TCAD Consulting & Engineering (C&E) Services is dedicated to helping you get the 
most from your Technology CAD investment… Our mission is to ensure your success in developing 
superior semiconductor processes and devices by enhancing your TCAD capabilities and solving 
your technology challenges, so you can focus on your core business and get the maximum value 
from your TCAD investment.”
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Device 
Simulation

Process
Model Coeff.

Device 
Model Coeff.

Spice 
Parameter 
Extraction

New 
Software Product 
or US Standard

Model Parameter 
Extraction 

Recent  
Silicon 
Wafers

Process 
Simulation

Process
Specs

“Rev. 0”
Spice 

Models

Calibration Stamp – A TCAD Product 
Proposal

Features

• TCAD calibration pattern 
“stamped” on line wafers

• Enables “Rev. 0” models
• Good as  process monitor
• Feasible with mature 

CMOS processing
• NIST standard desirable

Silicon 
Transistor Data

TCAD Calibration 
Pattern –
“Calibration Stamp”

Electrical and 
Physical Data
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Use of TCAD 
in Real Life…
The Case of 
Analog/Mixed-
Signal 
Applications

iPhone cracked open: variety of digital, 
analog and mixed-signal components 
operating at various voltages… not every 
one from the latest edition of ITRS…
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The World of Analog/Mixed-Signals
• Types

– First-voltage CMOS
• Nominal and low-VT

– Second-voltage CMOS
• Nominal and low-VT

– “High-voltage” (5 V) CMOS
– High-Performance BJTs
– “Free”/parasitic BJTs
– R/L/C components, fixed 

and voltage/trim controlled
• Sizes (MOSFET L, W)

– Much wider range compared 
to digital applications

• Characterization
– Conventional 

drive/leakage/threshold DC 
– Analog-specific DC
– Small-signal HF
– Large-signal HF
– Noise
– Linearity

• Variability and Matching
– Wafer-wafer and lot-lot 

performance variability
– Performance matching of 

closely spaced devices

Obvious demand for better process control and 
finer device characterization
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TCAD in Process Architecture 
Development
• Device Architecture Device Structures, 

Doping Profiles
– First-order hand/spreadsheet calculations
– Analytical simulations, e.g., Mastar (ST 

Microelectronics)
– Simple 2D simulations, e.g., Microtech

(Siborg)
• Process Architecture Process Flow to 

Create Device Structures and Profiles
– Modify an existing process already in 

advanced TCAD towards targeted structures
– Mixed-mode (process device circuit) 

simulations of representative small circuits 
I-V Characteristics “Rev. 0” Compact 

Models

The process architect uses simple 
tools inasmuch as the conventional 
architect uses his square and rule 
for design visualization. Using 
compl icated tools is counter-
p r o d u c t i v e  i n  b o t h  c a s e s .

Common mistake: rushing to large-scale 
TCAD simulations, when available, in 
architecture development… a costly shortcut!
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TCAD in Process Development

• Process Experimentation and 
Improvement Using TCAD, Electronic 
Test, Data Collection, and Statistical 
Data Analysis
– Splits for control parameter to enable 

performance targeting
– Electronic test and data collection of 

test structures: lots of data!
– Use of statistical analysis and 

visualization tools
– Compact Model development

• Simulate Calibrate Re-Simulate Re-Calibrate, etc. using 
Advanced TCAD 

• Process Qualification to Final 
Performance and Limits
– Performance targeting and trade-offs
– Compact Model refinement
– Process documentation

Typical screen of JMP software: 
t echno log i s t s  “d i a l - i n ” con t ro l 
parameters to see  instant responses 
generated  by interpolation from 
s i l i c o n  d a t a
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4 - “Big Blast”
JMP Model, 
with multiple 
variable splits

4

1 - Initial 
TCAD: OFF, 
but in the 
functionality 
box!

A Process Development Scenario

1

• TCAD for 
architecture 
changes

• Engineering 
Statistics Tools
for parameter 
changes within 
same architecture

• Silicon = Best 
Predictor

• No Device Left 
Behind!

Realistic Use 
of TCAD

Performance 
Space of 
functional 
devices

2 – Improved 
TCAD and 
variable  
splits
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Data Collection Mining, and Visualization

164,000 Transistors of One Type, Several Lots with Splits
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Each device tested 
carries important 
information for
1. Debugging of 
process problems
2. Data interpolation 
towards new targets
3. Assessing statistic 
parameters

Data mining and 
visualization 
techniques used to 
identify lots, locations 
on wafers, etc.

Mixed-Signal Process Development Illustration

Data mined and 
visualized for a specific 
failure mechanism
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TCAD and EE Education
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Careers for New EE Graduates…
• Technology Development

– Process/Device Architecture
– Fabrication

• Unit Process Development
• Process Integration

– TCAD
• Exciting, but… see next slide

– Compact Modeling
– Electronic Test
– Reliability

• Fabless Technology Support
– Increasing demand as fabrication 

moves off-shore
• Research

– Few offerings, not discussed here

Communication 
common 
denominator in 
team work: 

Device Physics,
Engineering 
Statistics

Need for strong  
background in 
above disciplines
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TCAD in Small Corporations
• Unaffordable

– Price of minimum set of TCAD licenses typically exceed 
company’s quarterly profits…

• Essentially inexistent
– Lack of software support for university packages
– Lack of local network support

• Occasional, through special efforts
– “Getting the Simulation Concluded line is a great achievement”…
– “As long as the software generates a plot, everybody is happy, 

even if the plot goes in the wrong direction…”
A former large corporation TCAD engineer

• How they operate?
– First-order analytical + graphic calculations using Microsoft Excel
– Intuition-based experimentation
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Device Physics Education
• First Level

– Better balance between MOSFETs (current emphasis) and other 
essential devices

– BJTs: they are still present in VLSI designed-in or parasitic 
devices!

– First-order analytical models preferred, where available
– Even crude, qualitative models are useful as “mental crutches” in 

analysis of new situations
• Second Level

– In-depth treatment of MOSFETs and BJTs
– Well proven new physical models - to be discovered in recent 

literature and included in textbooks
– De-emphasize teaching on volatile knowledge such as on latest 

ITRS “technology boosters”, etc., except for optional reading
– Good references for individual study, including HBTs, promising 

nanoelectronic devices, etc.
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Ultimate Goal, Device Physics Education

“Capability to stand up to and reject or modify 
the results of a computer-aided design”

Eugene S. Ferguson, Engineering and the Mind’s Eye, MIT Press, 1993 
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Conclusions
• Beyond any doubt, TCAD is indispensable in process 

development
• Need to determine the optimum level of TCAD complexity 

for most users and to develop simple and affordable 
simulators

• Chronic need to improve TCAD calibration
– Hopes from Europe and Asia
– Proposed software product: “Calibration Stamp”

• Realistic use of TCAD in process development
– Combined use of TCAD and statistical analysis tools
– Illustration: the case of analog/mixed-signal processes

• Need to keep and enhance emphasis on device physics 
background in EE education
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Discussion
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